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Two from UM die in separate crashes
Brian James
Photo courtesy of Carissa Granatowski
University of Maine student Brian
James died from the result of a neck
fracture in a snowmobile accident
Saturday night, according to Sgt. Tom
Ward of the Maine Warden Service.
James, 22, was a third-year public
administration student and a member
of the Maine Air National Guard. He
was from Presque Isle.
9,
seven miles from Ox Falls.
The wardens were notified shortly
before 1 a.m. Sunday, but the accident
happened at approximately 11:45 p.m.
Saturday, according to Ward.
James fractured his neck and died
on impact when the snowmobile he
was driving left the trail and struck a
large birch tree. "He was traveling a
little too fast for the conditions,"
Ward said. "... We have snow banks
probably a couple feet high, and it
appears he just got over to the right a
little bit, and the corner probably
came up on him a little too quickly,
and he wasn't able to negotiate it."
James was wearing a helmet.
James was snowmobiling with Cad
Lavway, 22, also of Presque Isle.
Lavway passed the scene of the acci-
dent without noticing it and continued
to the family's camp. When Lavway
discovered James was not already at
the camp, Lavway and two other men
from the camp searched for him.
When James was found, the search
team called the Warden Service. Four
wardens, including Ward, responded,
as well as Ashland Ambulance and
Fire.
"He was a very good student," said
him with a big smile, cracking a joke
here and there. ... We were just
shocked when we heard about this."
James was taken to Duncan Graves
Memorial Home in Presque Isle.
— By William P. Davis
"The outdoors is where I want to be"
By Rhiannon Sawtelle
Features Editor
There's a hole in the University of
Maine community. It extends to Presque
Isle and to the Maine Air National Guard
base in Bangor. It reaches deep into the
hearts of students, soldiers and a close-
knit family.
Brian James, 22, died this weekend
in a snowmobiling accident in
Aroostook County — doing what he
loved, in a place he loved.
"He was most comfortable outside —
kayaking, hiking — and loved being up
to camp with his friends and family," said
Kristin Ireland, a friend of James and a
UMaine student.
"The outdoors is where I want to be. I
am from Presque Isle, and yes, I am a
county boy and proud of it," James wrote
on his Facebook.
See JAMES on page 2
Andrew Gerke
University of Maine alumnus
Andrew Gerke died Tuesday morning
from injuries sustained in a car crash,
according to a hospital spokesperson
and university officials.
According to a news release by
Maine State Police spokesinan Steve
McCausland, Gerke was traveling
northbound on the Maine Turnpike in
Saco when he lost control of his 1987
Nissan 300 at 5:45 p.m. The car rolled
three times before landing on its
wheels in the southbound lane and
Gerke, who was not wearing a seat
belt, was thrown from the vehicle.
According to the release, "witnesses
to the crash told [a trooper] Gerke's car
veered suddenly into the far left pass-
ing lane and it appears Gerke overcor-
rected causing the vehicle to over-
turn." Driver inattention, not speed,
was the cause of the crash,
McCausland said.
Gerke was taken to Maine Medical
Center in Portland where he was list-
ing to Mary Saucier, a spokesperson
for the hospital.
••••••••-ven.0•1141e,
Photo courtesy of Sean Kenny
"If he had been seatbelted, he would
likely have survived this crash,"
McCausland said.
An official cause of death has not
been determined and will not be
released by the medical examiner for
several weeks.
Gerke graduated in December with
a degree in civil engineering. He
a,- By Heather Sleeves
and William P. Davis
"The kid lived for music"
By Zech Dionne
Style Editor
Most photographs of Andrew Gerke
show him striking a wide-open smile. The
possibility that these were artificial, "say
cheese" moments fades as a true picture
surfaces of the short life of the University
of Maine alumnus. The stories his friends
and loved ones tell paint Gerke as a spir-
ited, driven man with.passions as varied
as his grins.
"He was one of those people blessed
'with having a smile that instantly makes
you smile when you see it. I'm going to
miss that," stated Brandon Aaskov, a
friend of Gerke's since seventh grade, in
an e-mail. Aaskov began a Facebook
group, "News about Andrew Gerke"
shortly after Gerke's car crash and admis-
sion to Maine Medical Center. The group
had 527 members by press time, mourn-
ing and commemorating Gerke.
"I'm trying to celebrate his life and all
the good times we had together instead of
mourning his death. He was just too lively
and happy a person, I think he'd rather
people smile when they think of him
instead of cry," Aaskov said. He set up a
PayPal donation system for Gerke's family
See GERKE on page 2




This weekend conflict broke
out at Colby College involving
three arrests and students accus-
ing police of brutality, with some
citing a racial motive.
The incident occurred April
11 when students interfered with
medical help for a student. Now
the college's security and local
police actions are in question.
According to the Colby stu-
dent newspaper, the Echo, stu-
dents Ozzy Ramirez and Jacob
Roundtree "interfered with secu-
rity officers attempting to assist
the potentially ill student.
Ramirez and Roundtree were
both charged with assault and
criminal trespassing."
In response to this, Chief Noel
March, the director of University
of Maine Public Safety said, "I
encourage the students and com-
munity members to exercise their
First Amendment right to voice
dissatisfaction or concerns."
March said on a college cam-
pus First Amendment rights are
of particular importar^e.
"We especially guard that
right for our campus community.
The appropriate thing to do is
allow the court system to deter-
mine the facts an,d appropriate-
ness of the actions as well as the
accountability of those who were
charged, and for the college to
review its policies and its
response," March said.
The main difference between
Colby's security and UMaine's is
police certification.
"The university employs a
police department. Colby
College has a security depart-
ment — they are not sworn
police officers for power of
arrest. They need to call local
authorities to enforce the law,"
he said "... .I'm sure that a
review by the district attorney's
office and Colby College will
See COLBY on page 4
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Gerke's death. At press time,
$1,295 had been raised in rough-
ly 36 hours.
"I'm in shock. It's just been
such a whirlwind," said Katy
McAlister, Gerke's sister. The
siblings were two years apart
and best friends, she said.
"My brother was an amazing
guy. He was a mentor to a lot of
people," she said, adding they
closely shared interests and
friends. McAlister has been with
the family in Biddeford since
Tuesday. "We had a hard life
together — our parents were
divorced, we pretty much only
had each other."
Gerke graduated from the
University of Maine in
December with a degree in civil
engineering. He studied and
spoke German. He was a brother
in Sigma Phi Epsilon and acted
as one of the "naked five" at
UMaine hockey games — a
zealous group of shirtless fans
with the letters M-A-I-N-E
painted on their chests. He was
vice president of the Sophomore
Owls Honor Society.
Gerke was a world traveler.
His Facebook shows him in
Spain, Italy, Germany, Austria,
the Czech Republic, England
and Ireland. He volunteered in
Chicago for Alternative Spring
Break in 2008 and coordinated
YouthAIDS events as well as
Rock Against Rape at UMaine.
Nearly every personal
account of Gerke involved his
inseparable ties to music — he
was an avid percussionist and
horn player.
"That kid lived for music.
That's where he felt the best,
was through music. It was so
much more than just an outlet for
him," student Jess Long said.
She grew up on Gerke's street
and saw him every day in her
sophomore year of high school.
Like Gerke's closest friends, she
knew him as Andy. "He was a
band geek and proud of it."
Friend Daniel Raphael
Cooper in an e-mail called
Gerke "probably the most disci-
plined musician I've known,"
saying he was a "serious musical
inspiration" for him.
Gerke was a member of many
marching, jazz and pep bands in
his life. He marched with sever-
al drum corps, including the
Boston Crusaders on trumpet in
2005 and the Phantom Regiment
on mellophone in 2006. He trav-
eled to Florida several times
with ensembles. On Sunday
Gerke told a Maine Campus edi-
tor that he was looking forward
to seeing Killswitch Engage and
Chimaira live this weekend In
Portland.
Jamie Reinhold was a percus-
sionist several years behind
Gerke at South Portland High
School.
"Andy came back every year
to help out with our rehearsals
and shows. He pushed students
hard but in a kind and helpful
way, and everyone respected
him," she stated in an e-mail,
calling his enthusiasm "conta-
gious."
"One of my fondest memo-
ries is of him walking around our
'practice field' — a parking lot,
actually — with his clipboard.
After a really hard set, he came
up to me and told me I had real-
ly good marching technique.
That compliment from Andy
made my night," Reinhold said.
"I've had so many tell me that
he's been just such an inspiration
to them," McAlister said. She
called her brother someone peo-
ple could always talk to.
As vice president for Student
Entertainment for most of
autumn 2008, Gerke booked two
high-profile acts, Dropkick
Murphys and 0.A.R., for one
semester. Earlier, he worked on
the final Bumstock in 2006, the
MTVU Tour, Dashboard
Confessional and Ben Folds
with a resume stretching as far
back as Gavin Degraw in April
2005.
"You know when you
see someone like Tony
Hawk do a trick and
you think, 'He makes
that look so easy?'
That's how I felt
about Andy."
Brandon Aaskov
Friend since seventh grade
"I think the students are
going to love it," Gerke said in
September in an interview about
the Dropkick Murphys concert.
He prided himself on the cheap
ticket prices he'd created for stu-
dents. He said he wanted to give
students and first-time concert-
goers "a good time and show
them what a concert's about."
"He's bigger than life," Long
said. She characterized Gerke's
impossible-to-pinpoint personal-
ity as "a professional young per-
son."
"He looks you in the eye
when he talks to you and he
makes you feel like you're there,
and he sees you," Long said. She
continued to shift between past
and present tense in remember-
ing her friend.
"He was hilarious, he was fun
to be around, but he knew how
to get down to business," stated
alumnus Brett Sowerby in an e-
mail. "I probably only know him
a fraction better than the hun-
dreds of other students Andrew
interacted with — I think that
was one of the great things about
it: He was able to make people
feel like they were great friends
and truly important to him. I
think he really did think they
were important to him."
Director Of Campus
Activities and Events Gustavo
Burkett knew Gerke personally
and in a professional capacity,
working together to craft student
entertainment.
"Just talking with alumni and
Sig Ep, I've heard more stories
today than I've heard in years,"
Burkett said on Tuesday. "He
was always energized about
something. He was a very posi-
tive person."
"You would be talking about
something very serious, and he
would make up a word in the
middle of a sentence and you're
like, 'What?' Then you'll realize
he just made that up. He had fun
with what he was doing," said
Burkett, a Sig Ep alum.
Gerke's Sig Ep brother and
Student Government President
Owen McCarthy said 15 to 20
brothers and alumni went to the
hospital Monday and Tuesday.
Many Sig Ep members and
friends of Gerke spent Tuesday
in the fraternity's library, con-
soling each other and reminisc-
ing.
"We started telling some sto-
ries about Andrew, some funny
stories," McCarthy said. He
remembered Gerke's sense of
style — specifically his stylish
glasses — as a first impression.
"He made a point when you
were new in the fraternity to
meet you, get to know you. He
really connected with you pretty
immediately."
His favorite Andrew Gerke
story is last summer, when
McCarthy was living in Ohio.
"He knew I was by myself,
so he used to just call to talk. He
was like, 'Oh, I'm coming to
Cincinnati,' and I'm like, 'Oh,
that's great,— McCarthy said.
"And Andrew's like, 'I can't see
you, though. I just wanted to let
you know I'd be in the area.'
Oh, thank you, Andrew, thanks a
lot." Like many nice-guy stories
about Gerke, McCarthy's has a
comic bite.
"He definitely was the typi-
cal 'salt of the earth' Mainer that
would give you the shirt off his




Eric Landis was Gerke's advisor
and professor. They were
acquainted since Gerke was a
first-year student. Landis called
him likable and personable with
"very diverse interests." They
met at least once per semester.
"He wasn't sure what he
wanted to do, but he obviously
had many opportunities in front
of him," Landis said.
Aaskov said Gerke attained
an almost competitive zeal
when he faced adversity.
"I've tried pretty hard to take
that kind of attitude toward life,
and I still have a hard time,"
Aaskov stated in an e-mail.
"You know when you see some-
one like Tony Hawk do a trick
and you think, 'He makes that
look so easy?' That's how I felt
about Andy."
Aaskov said Gerke applied to
more than 60 employers recent-
ly.
"It was strange how he said it
though. He was just comment-
ing on the economy, not com-
plaining or looking for sympa-
thy," Aaskov said.
Burkett acknowledged it is "a
painful time" and encouraged
the, community to find personal-
ly suitable ways to deal with
their grief. He recommended
UMaine's Counseling Center.
"Use each other, because
there's no one better than some-
one who knew the person to
help you remember," Burkett
said.
' No funeral visitation ses-
sions will be at Hobbs
Funeral Home in South
Portland on Friday, April 17
from 2 to 4 p.m. and 6 to 8
p.m.
A celebration of Gerke 's
life will be held Saturday,
April 19 from 2 to 5 p.m. at
Cape Elizabeth — guests are
encouraged to bring musical
insn-umerus. Detailed direc-
tions to both events are avail-









his kindness spread into the entire
community.
"He would honestly do any-
thing for anyone and was always
there to help," said Megan
Sturgeon, a friend of James.
"Brian's heart did not only
extend to his family and friends.
He once said to me, 'Nobody
wants to be hated because of their
personality or actions. I think
everyone deserves a second
chance.' Such a statement is sym-
bolic of how he treated everyone,"
Ireland said.
James was often captured smil-
ing in photographs. He had abroad
grin, encompassed by his round,
rosy cheeks. His blond hair, kept in
a short, military-style cut, peeked
out from the baseball cap he often
wore in his pictures.
A third-year student majoring in
Public Administration, he was an
accomplished student and soldier.
He was a senior airman in the
101st Security Forces, stationed in
Bangor. Enlisting in the Air Force
in 2005, the same year he graduat-
ed high school, James balanced
school and his career with equal
enthusiasm.
He was a distinguished gradu-
ate from his Security Force
Apprenticeship Course. He also
received awards for marksmanship
and the Maine State Academic
Achievement Award.
"He was an exceptional student
at the military course he attended
and at the University of Maine,"
said Capt. Shannon Cotta of the
Maine National Guard.
Cotta said James held an impor-
tant position at the Bangor base.
Because most military aircraft
flows through Maine on foreign
deployments, security is crucial.
His division was also trained in
refueling military planes bound for
Afghanistan and Iraq over the
Atlantic Ocean.
"He played an important role
safeguarding those activities,"
Cotta said.
James carried this sort of com-
mitment over to his schoolwork as
well.
"He was a very good student. I
remember him with a big smile,
cracking a joke here and there,"
said Tom Taylor, chair of the
Public Administration department.
"We were just shocked when
we heard about this. ... We really
feel sorry we're missing a good
man."
His classmates remember him
similarly.
When Marie Guignard trans-
ferred to UMaine from
University of Maine at Presque
Isle, she was worried about
meeting new people.
"I always found something to
talk about or usually laugh about
when talking to Brian and my
other classmates. My worries
about being scared about being a
new person on a new campus were
soon over," Guignard said.
"Statistics class just will not be
the same, especially being able to
laugh at certain things in class —
like laughing about last week's lec-
ture on three-way Chi-squares."
James also kept himself busy
outside school and work.
He completed emergency med-
ical technician training at Eastern
Maine Community College and
had plans to become a firefighter.
He hoped to be a border patrol
agent or a Drug Enforcement
Administration agent after gradua-
tion.
"His goals were never-ending,"
Sturgeon said.
Cut me some slack
Edward Fontaine 4 The Maine Campus
Aaron Dublin walks a slackline setup on the mall.
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workers braced themselves for
the worst. The University of
Maine's Child Study Center
was on the chopping block to
help the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences chip away at its
almost $1.4 million worth of
budget cuts. Not anymore.
Dean Jeff Hecker stated in
an e-mail that the center, which
educates 35 children from ages
21/2 to 5 1/2, will remain open
for another year.
Its closing would have
meant up to 35 families hav-




"This will require a
fee increase," Hecker
wrote. "VP for Finance
Janet Waldron has helped
us to identify enough funds
to keep the center open
through next year."
The fee increase would be a
tuition hike for the parents.
In the wake of the clos-
ing scare, the center cele-
brated its 70th anniversary
Tuesday in the Collins
Center for the Arts.
When asked •what
she would do if the
center closed,
Illustration by Alicia Mullins
Karen Belknap — a teacher at
the center for 20 years — sighed
deeply, "I can't imagine not
being here. I'm not going to
imagine not being here."
When Belknap found out
the center was staying open, she
cried.
The child center employs 10
work-study students and works
as a research center for 30 psy-
chology students a year. The
psychology students observe
the children and watch how
they learn and develop.
"What is your favorite let-
ter?" mother Kelli Costello
asked her son, Griffin. The 5-
year-old mumbled and crossed
his fingers — the sign language
for "R."
Griffin walked through the
center. He pointed to dinosaur
cutouts on the wall, each with a
child's name on them. The cen-
ter has a theme every two
weeks; now is the dinosaur
theme.
"Mine is in my cubby,"
Griffin said, looking through
his blue-framed glasses.
On the other side of the
room, which is full of tiny
chairs, two computers sit, shut
off. These are for free time.
Griffin likes playing the
dinosaur games on the comput-
ers.
"As a parent, you either get
that feeling about a place or you
don't. We had that feeling since
day one," Kelli Costello said.
This is the only daycare her
son Griffin has ever attended.
"This is a really special
place," Costello said,
sitting in a bright
yellow Lego chair as kids
around her pieced together the
Legos on the table.
Patricia Marquis, another
mother whose child, Sophie,
attends the daycare, said the cen-
ter is convenient for her family.
Her husband works on campus,
and it is easy for him to swing by
if anything goes wrong.
One-third of the center's par-
ents are faculty, another third are
student families and the last third
are community members.
"It's a very diverse group,
which is very important to us,"
Matquis said. "We also like that
the psychology students are
around."
She said the college students
act as good role models for her 3
1/2 year old.
"The interactions they have
with the kids are amazing."
The teacher-to-child ratio at
the center is approximately one
adult to two children. This com-
pares to the state's typical one-
to-eight ratio.
"We can provide more atten-
tion to them," said director and
head teacher Kevin Duplissie.
Duplissie has worked in
childcare at the university for 21
years. He said the longevity of
the program helps prove its qual-
ity.
Some unique programs the
center provides include modem
languages, and Duplissie said
the teachers have the leeway to
be creative in their teachings.
This leniency has allowed chil-
dren to help build the clubhouse
in their playground and hunt for
dinosaur bones in the sandbox
— an activity happening later
this week.
"We're able to look at things
a little more creatively because
of our staff," Duplissie said.
"We're trying to get them to
think abstractly."
Duplissie illustrated this by
telling a story where his class
conducted an experiment to see
which froze faster, hot or cold
water. The class put two glasses
outside in the snow. One of the
glasses froze, but the water was
tilted. When Duplissie asked
why this happened, a student
said that the tilted glass was the
hot water, because it melted the
snow beneath it.
"And that was from a 3-year-
old," Duplissie said.
Marquis said these types of
programs have "done wonders"
for Sophie, expanding her
vocabulary and sharing skills.
The center provides Spanish,
French and sign language edu-
cation for the children on a
weekly basis.
"I have a French back-
ground. To me that's very
important. That's a good step
forward. They are already that
much more advanced, and you
don't see that in many other
programs," Marquis said.
4 THURSDAY, APRIL 16 + THE MAINE CAMPUS
Ultra Lounge crowding leads to licenses review




Owner of 103 Ultra Lounge
Robbie Snow will appear before
district court in Bangor on June 11
to face two criminal charges of vio-
lations of life safety codes. Edward
Archer, senior fire investigator of
the state fire marshal's office,
issued the summons in a report at
the Orono Town Council meeting
Monday.
The council was "stalemated"
in an attempt to cast a vote to pos-
sibly revoke 103 Ultra Lounge's
special amusement permit and
victualer's (food) license.
"We've never done this
before," Gordon said of the
council's license revocation
hearing. 103 Ultra Lounge faced
difficulties obtaining a license
approval from the council in
February — two meetings, hours
of deliberation and a detailed
plan from Snow were required
for the eventual green light.
A compliance check on March
21 involving various local law
enforcement and state agencies
reported 845 patrons — an excess
of the club's 526-occupant capaci-
ty. Owner Robbie Snow reported
513 patrons that evening, moni-
tored by a computer. The check
was conducted by more than a
dozen officers from state police,
state fire marshal's office, state
liquor licensing and Orono, Old
Town and Veazie law enforce-
ments.
"There's no way that there was
800," Snow said. He monitors his
establishment with 32 cameras and
provided security tapes to the
council, asking for a recount. In an
interview, Snow's attorney, Mike
Harman, called for a police expla-
nation of the discrepancy. Orono
police chief Gary Duquette called
the patron overage "painfully obvi-
ous" and "shoulder-to-shoulder,
wall-to-wall."
The hearing was circus-like,
often with several speakers
crowded around a podium, taking
turns with the microphone.
Archer's inability to answer
specific questions about the viola-
tions until the district court pro-
ceedings led to complications.
After a break 45 minutes into the
hearing, town attorney Tom
Russell advised the hearing becon-
tinued after the conclusion of
Snow's criminal case.
"It certainly would be improper
to proceed without us being able to
explore the facts behind these
unproven allegations," Harman
said.
"It doesn't appear we can move
forward," Russell agreed.
The council voted 6 - 1 in favor
of a continuance, with council-
woman Cynthia Mehnert voting
against.
Harman earlier moved for
councilmen Gordon and Mark
Haggerty to withdraw from the
hearing after a recent meeting at
the University of Maine where
Gordon called Snow a "f---ing
liar," and Haggerty said he would
encourage his daughters not to visit
103 Ultra Lounge. Harman called
Next Monday:
The Maine Campus budget issue
PETE KILPATRICK AT THE UNIVERSITY
OF MAINE!
MAY 1,2009 AT THE COLLINS CENTER FOR THE ARTS
7:30 P.M.
Tickets: $12 each. Purchase them online or at the CCA Box Office
Tickets go on sale Wednesday April 1, 2009. All Proceeds to Benefit Testicular Cancer Research
Sponsored by the Interfraternity Council
FIRST 200 PEOPLE TO ORDER TICKETS GET FREE T-
SHIRTS!!!
for the council to act with "the
highest degree of impartiality,"
twice asking for Gordon and
Haggerty to recuse themselves.
The council voted unanimously for
both councilors to remain.
Gordon stood by his remark.
"My comment was in regard to
[Snow's] testimony he gave during
his licensing proceeding. I feel that
he did misrepresent himself,"
Gordon said.
"I did not become biased,"
Haggerty said, citing his approval
of Snow's liquor license one month
earlier.
Gordon verified with Archer
that the state is prepared to monitor
103 Ultra Lounge until the hear-
ing's continuance, which likely
will not occnr until summer.
"I'm concerned about responsi-
bility," Gordon said. "I do not want
a situation where we have life safe-
ty violations."
Prior to the 103 Ultra Lounge
hearing, Gordon was unanimous-
ly voted to continue his post as
council chairman. Also,
Woodman's Bar & Grill had its
liquor, victualer's and special
amusement permits renewed, and
Stillwater One Stop had its vict-
ualer's license renewed.
A Marsh Island deer hunt in
October 2009 was unanimously
passed after a presentation from
the Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife, which
indicated the level of deer on the
island is a public safety concern.
The hunt will be conducted exclu-
sively by the Maine Bowhunters
Association and aims "to estab-
lish some level of permanency in
the deer reduction effort," said
Town Manager Catherine
Conlow. University land will be
off-limits for the hunt.
Town Planner Evan Richert
spoke about continuing plans to
redevelop the vacant Webster
Mill property. A vote unanimous-
ly passed to authorize Town
Manager Catherine Conlow to
sign a memorandum of under-
standing with developers Deep
Cove II, LLC, a predevelopment
company set to explore the prop-
erty's possibilities.
determine ifColby those policies
from page — college poli-
cies and state
law — are followed."
March said it's against the law












have the right to
meet force with
force to over-
fere with the performance of their
duties."
March said conflicts with inter-
ference have been an issue "on
occasion." He cited an incident




Colby College has a
security department.
They are not sworn
police officers."
Chief Noel March
Director of Public Safety
come that force to perform their
duties," March said. "I would
always encourage University of
Maine students to obey law
enforcement and medical respon-
















March said in his 7 1/2 years
as director of Public Safety he
has never had to deal with the
"push back" the Colby students





SPACE IS LIMITED! SIGN UP NOW!!!
"All people by nature desire to know" Aristotle
Old Professor's Bookshop
April 15: Income Tax Due
This Week's Theme : Economics —
The Dismal Science
Featuring works by and on
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Police
Beat
The smell that tells
A resident assistant of Hart
Hall smelled marijuana on the
fourth floor and called police on
April 13 at 11:20 p.m. An officer
arrived and followed the smell to
a room. The door was ajar, and he
could hear a fan running inside.
When he knocked, a male resi-
dent answered the door and
allowed the officer into the room.
His roommate was carsent. The
officer asked them to hand over
any drugs or paraphernalia.
Resident Lloyd Bryant, 20,
walked to a desk_ and retrieved a
glass pipe and a usable amount of
marijuana in a prescription drug
bottle. He also handed over 11
12-oz. cans of Hefeweizen beer.
The officer charged Bryant with
possession .of marijuana and pos-
session of drug paraphernalia
A Hart-y refusal
An ambulance arrived at Hart
Hall to attend to an unconscious
and intoxicated female on the
fourth floor April 11 at 2:12 a.m.
The female, Siobhan Grogan, 19,
Hampden, refused transport She
was charged with possession of
liquor by a minor by consump-
tion.
Extreme parking
A male student parked his
Ford Explorer in the Hilltop
Parking Lot on April 5 and
returned April 10 at 8 p.m. to find
damage estimated at $900. Both
mar tail-lights and both outside
electronic mirrors were broken.
The case is under investigation.
Bikers' bane
A student locked his bike to a
rack outside Aroostook Hall on
The best from Orono, Old
Town and UMaine's finest
April 11. When he returned at
3:34 p.m. April 13, it was gone.
The bike is green with light let-
tering with an estimated value
of $500.
A student locked his blue 21-
speed Diamondback mountain
bike to a light pole outside
Somerset Hall April 12, and
when he returned at 1:05 p.m.,
April 13, it was gone. The bike
is valued at $250.
A student stored his gray
Trek mountain bike in the base-
ment bike room of Penobscot
Hall, April 12. When he
returned on April 13 at 9:28
a.m., it was gone. It has an esti-
mated value of $320.
The cases are under investi-
gation.
Take back the tap
The Residence Life staff of
Hart Hall reported a broken
water fountain on the fourth
floor on April 12 at 1:21 a.m.
The fountain was hanging by
one mount but was still work-
ing. It appears someone tried to
rip the fountain from the wall.
Estimated damage is $75.
Illegal ink
Police received report of
criminal mischief at Barrows
Hall at 5:27. p.m. April 13. A
custodian found graffiti in the
first-floor men's bathroom.






Kids who drink before age 15 are 5 times more
likely to have alcohol problems when they're adults.
To learn more, go to www.stopalcoholabuse.gov
or call 1.800.729.6686





Protection for dangerous drinking planned for fall 2009
By Mary Emml
For The Maine Campus
Student Senate
After a moment of silence
for Andrew Gerke and Brian
James, the General Student
Senate raised concerns for the
Medical Amnesty program dur-
ing the April 14 meeting.
Medical Amnesty would give
students more security in con-
tacting officials while intoxi-
cated. This program would pro-
tect students from negative
repercussions from the univer-
sity or Public Safety if they par-
ticipate in the Medical Amnesty
program of alcohol education.
"Students are afraid to call
for help because of the trouble
they'll get in," said Director of
Alcohol and Drug Education
Programs Lauri Sidelko.
Sidelko discussed the
University of Maine's research
involving other campuses
around the nation to decide
what program could be best
suited for the university. She
also stressed the importance of
feedback from students.
"We can't move forward on




"Are there any statistics for the
effectiveness of this program?"
Sen. David Jones asked.
Sidelko said national statis-
tics for Medical Amnesty and
similar programs were either
negative or non-conclusive.
The Medical Amnesty program,
if implemented, would be a
pilot program next fall.
Sen. Joseph Nabozny made a
few statements regarding the
usefulness of this program at
UMaine.






"This is an irresponsible pol-
icy that supports irresponsible
kids," Nabozny said, "Why
only say that people who get
belligerently drunk get a pass
while those who only have a
beer in their hand get
screwed?" Nabozny said.
Sen. Alexander Ortiz asked
how fraternities play into this.
"Fraternities fall under uni-
versity organizations. They are
dealt with through the conduct
process," Sidelko said.
Sidelko ended by asking for
senators to give feedback and to
ask their constituents to do the
same.
In the new business portion
of the meeting, a main motion
was made to allocate money
differently to the UMaine
Rugby Club. The club is head-
ing to Florida this weekend for
a national competition. The
team was originally allocated
$3,450 for the trip. The original
allocation funded the club's
travel but not lodging. The
money was returned to unallo-
cated during the meeting.
Senate then reallocated $900
for lodging and $2,550 for trav-
el.
The club maintenance por-
tion of the meeting became
lively when final recognition
was given to Mixed Nuts.
Mixed Nuts is a coed a cappella
group that gave thanks to senate
by performing "I Want You" by
Savage Garden.
Rose Collins was fired from
her position of director of
External Affairs for issues with
meeting deadlines. Joe Moran
has been appointed the interim
DEA with no pay.
Four allocations were given
to: Alpha Delta for $200, $225
to the Legislative Relations
Committee, $300 to the
Capoeira Club and $442 to the
Asian Student Association.
A new senator, Dayna
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Colby video raises
troubling questions
The Issue: Possible police brutality at
Colby College.
What We Think: All questions of guilt or
innocence aside, this is the wrong way for
police to handle a detention.
"Please, let him go!" cried a woman at Colby
College as two security guards pinned their knees
against the back and neck of Ozzy Ramirez, a Colby
student From what can be seen in the eyewitness
video, available at rnaincampus.com, Ramirez was
bleeding from his head as the security guards continued
to grind it into the floor.
As reported in The Colby Echo, Ramirez ques-
tioned police officers who were detaining a friend and
was subsequently detained himself. Witnesses say
another student, Jacob Roundtree, was maced three
times while already submissive. According to Colby
College Security and Waterville Police, Ramirez and
Roundtree were inteifering with a medical examina-
tion.
After hundreds of students protested what they
described as police brutality, Colby College President
William Adams said a hill investigation will be con-
ducted.
We strongly encourage students to watch the video
and come to their own conclusions. Regardless of
whether the police and security had just cause for
detaining the students, the video speaks for itself. From
what can be seen in the video, Ramirez was not strug-
gling and was obviously injured. The force used by
those officers and security guards was excessive at best.
At worst, it was a case of brutality. If this is the way
officers are trained to detain people, change is needed.
We hope no more violence takes place at Colby and
that this incident leads to an examination of police and
security procedures to ensure the legitimate interest of
protecting students doesn't give anyone the right to use
an unnecessary degree of force.
The above editorial is written by the editorial position
board, whose members are Fayk Sal vaggio, Mario
Moretto, Heather Steeves, Zach Dionne, Wiliam P
Davis and Amy Brooks.
Readers Speak
Best of Web comments
Re: Workers give UMaine pep talk on
free choice
[The Employee Free Choice Actj will
only open the door to deception, harassment
or worse. This can still come back in anoth-
er form in another bill. Reaching out to your
elected officials is the best way to defeat
this. It's not over yet. I was on the U.S.
Chamber's site and found this letter you can
send to the folks in Congress if you have a
spare moment. We need to make sure every
worker has the freedom to choose what's
best for themselves and their families.
- DanR
Re: Dan K's comment on Employee Free
Choice Act
Have you ever spoken with a worker who
was involved in an organizing drive at a
workplace? The "deception, harassment or
worse" are not by the hands of the union, but
by management. Look at the numbers put
out by the Department of Labor regarding
unfair labor practices.
Do you really want to promote a letter
writing campaign by the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce? Who do you think they repre-
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No change for education?
William P. Davis
Education has been a topic
generally avoided like the
plague by this country's politi-
cians. President George Bush
made a surprisingly bipartisan
effort to reform education with
the No Child Left Behind Act.
Sadly, the substandard bill
quickly lost funding following
Sept. 11, and this nation's pub-
lic schools have suffered ever
since.
I was disappointed to find
out Secretary of Education Arne Duncan is gunning for
NCLB to be reauthorized. As someone who attended a
Maine public school for nine years, I feel secure in saying
this is the wrong. way to proceed.
The fault of the bill lies in its very foundation — good
schools get more money, while poor schools lose money. It
would certainly be counterintuitive to punish good schools
for doing well, but taking money from badly performing
schools is probably the worst possible way to increase
school performance. Let's not pretend race isn't a issue:
Well-to-do schools in well-to-do suburbs serving well-to-do
white kids will have titanium jungle gyms and organic
lunches while dilapidated schools in dilapidated inner city
neighborhoods serving poor black kids will soon lose their
orchestra programs and jungle gyms and leave children
playing in the dirt lots behind the schools instead.
Not to say organic meals and titanium jungle gyms aren't
great, but they also aren't important. While my e-mail pings
Editorial and Production
with the sound of a thousand organic farmers, let me also
say money does not necessarily equate a great school sys-
tem. It is an oft-cited statistic that the D.C. school system
spends one of the highest amounts per student in the coun-
try, yet remains one of the worst systems in the country.
It's more than just money and playgrounds. It's teachers
and after-school programs. Debt forgiveness programs that
encourage new teachers to spend a few years in inner city
school districts are the only way to get competent teachers
to those areas. After-school programs such as orchestras and
theater groups are just a few ways of ensuring students stay
out of trouble after the bell rings.
Testing students into oblivion is the antithesis of educa-
tional success. When students feel their time spent in school
goes toward padding administrator's egos, not learning a
skill they can actually use in life, drop-out rates rise and test
scores plummet. If you want your students to do well, you
have to — surprise! — keep them interested.
Which isn't an unreasonable request. When you force a
student to spend half of his or her waking life between the
ages of 5 and 22 in classes they don't care about, they're
going to resent you. The least you could do is throw some
mental stimulation their way.
It's easy to say we need to punish the weak and reward
the strong, but it's a dangerous trap to fall into. When a
school performs poorly, you need to find what the school
needs to succeed, not strip away its funding. Do more than
buy the school a few textbooks — buy it a few violins. Do
away with teacher tenure and scare them out of jadedness. If
that doesn't work, they shouldn't be working there anyway.
William P. Davis is Web editor for The Maine Campus.
Interim Editor in Chief Etyk Salvaggio
News Editor heather Sleeves
Asst. News Editor Dylan Riley
Features Editor Rhiannon Saute/le
Style Editor loch Dionne
Opinion Editor Mario Morello
Sports Editor Adam Clark
Photo Editor Amy Brooks
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Head Copy Editor Lisa Haberzetil
Copy Editors Megan Neff Leah Pritchett,
Kaley Roberts, Thomas St. Pierre and
Rebecca nod
Production Manager Alicia Mullins
Production Assistants Andrew Catalina,
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With death of a
friend, a lesson in
mortality learned
Brett Sowerby
Mortality. There is something
about the topic that makes nearly
everyone a bit squeamish.
This Tuesday, The University of
Maine lost a good friend and a phe-
nomenal personality to a terrible acci-
dent. Andrew Gerke will be missed.
It might seem selfish, but I can
only comment on Andrew's life and
death in respect to how it has affected
me. Realistically, it's all any of us can
do right now. Some may say Andrew's
death was a tragedy because he was
young or because he had potential. I
say it's a tragedy because Andrew was
my friend and a
damn good one to
have around. He
knew how to endure
adversity and was an
asset to have in your
corner. I think if he
could, he would con-
sole those who are
grieving now. That
ass, always trying to
be a better man than
I can be. But that's
avoided Andrew's presence, what
with his gregarious personality and
involvement in so many facets of the
university community. He was able to
do the amazing juggling act: simulta-
neously donning the hat of the con-
stant entertainer, wearing the suit of a
businessman, carrying the letters of
Greek life, fulfilling the rigors of engi-
neering, all while being that guy
everyone wants to hang out with.
This was one thing about Andrew I
found especially amazing: l-le was a
man wearing many hats, but was able
to transcend all of these roles. He
refused to be two-
Andrew Gerke refused to
be two-dimensional and
made real connections
with so many people
because of it.
the thing about Andrew — he inspired
me to be a better person.
A quick glance at Facebook
reveals Andrew had more than 900
friends, of which I am one. Was he a
"friend collector"? Hardly. Andrew
knew these people — I'm not even
sure! can say that for the people in
my friend list. I bet most of them
would even call Andrew their friend,
not just a mere acquaintance.
I can't pretend I was Andrew's
best friend; I simply wasn't. I think
the closest approximation of our rela-
tionship would be "business associ-
ates," but I would nonetheless call
him a friend. I, like many others at
UMaine, just knew him. I looked for-
ward to my encounters with Andrew,
whether it was seeing him shirtless,
running around the Alfond Arena, or
just enjoying a cup of coffee across
from that huge grin he showed off
most of the day — generally, shirt on.
It was almost impossible to have
dimensional and
made real connec-
tions with so many
people because of it.
He was at once the
guy in the pep band,
the guy playing
music outside his
dorm room, the guy
in Greek life, the
booking agent down
in Augusta, and yet
was never boxed in by any of the
stereotypes those roles may have.
If you had asked me three days
ago, I would have had no doubt that
Andrew Gerke was destined for great
things. No, scratch destined. I
thought he would chisel great things
out of life's opportunities. Andrew
reminds us how much responsibility
we can take on our shoulders and still
be decent, giving individuals. He has
reminded me to keep in mind our
short time on earth.
Given the recent deaths that have
affected many students, I sincerely
hope the UMaine community uses
this opportunity to address mortality,
regardless of the feelings of squea-
mishness it may cause.
Appreciate the people you know.
Be a hugger. Love your friends. Let
petty differences go. Call your family
more often. Above all else, hope.
Brett Sowerby wishes life's lessons
didn't have to be so painful.
Wanna be paid for
our opinion?
The Maine Campus is looking for one conservative and
rogressive opinion columnist for the '09 - '10 academic year.
To apply, submit a cover letter and two opinion clips by April
to opinion@mainecampus.com. E-mail Mario Morett
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 300 words,
in length and should include the author's name, addressi
and academic major or job title. The Maine Campus!








Women in the United States are at risk of
receiving false information about their reproduc-
tive health and the choices available to them from
fake clinics operated by anti-choice organizations.
Unplanned pregnancies can be highly stress-
ful. Adding to this stress through intimidation and
misinformation is flat-out unconscionable.
Furthermore, women have the right to make their
own decisions about their reproductive health and
should not be intimidated into making decisions
that may not be right for them.
Fake clinics often call themselves "crisis preg-
nancy centers" or "pregnancy resource centers."
These naines are intentionally vague and do not
accurately describe the services they provide. Not
only is the anti-choice mission of these clinics not
made apparent by their names, their advertising
also conceals their agenda. Advertisements for
centers routinely state they provide women with
information about, or services for "all options."
In reality, crisis pregnancy centers are usually
affiliated with at least one national anti-choice or
anti-birth control organization.
A report on federally funded crisis pregnancy
centers prepared for Congressman Henry Waxman
of California found the clinics are "virtually
always pro-life [anti-abortion] organizations
whose goal is to persuade teenagers and women
with unplanned pregnancies to choose mother-
hood or adoption. They do not offer abortions or
referrals to abortion providers." Some clinics have
even been known to inform women they are not
pregnant, so that they will miss the period of time
in which they could have obtained an abortion.
Another myth perpetuated by these clinics is
that they are comprehensive women's health
facilities. Ads for these clinics often tout the
availability of free pregnancy tests, thereby
encouraging the belief that they are in fact med-
ical clinics. In reality, anti-choice staff or volun-
teers, who are not medical professionals, usually
run crisis pregnancy centers. These clinics do not
provide abortion or birth control services, and do
not refer individuals to clinics that do.
Information provided by these clinics about abor-
tion and birth control is often false or misleading.
For example, crisis pregnancy centers have
been known to present inaccurate information
about condoms' ability to prevent sexually trans-
mitted infections, including HIV. A congression-
al investigation on crisis pregnancy centers that
received federal funding during the Bush
Administration found that 87 percent of clinics
presented inaccurate or misleading information
on the health effects of abortion.
Chances are high you have seen an advertise-
ment for a crisis pregnancy center. Often, these
centers are located near college campuses and-
advertise that they provide free pregnancy tests to
the student population. Also, fake clinics, with
approximately 3,500 locations nationwide, are
twice as prevalent in the U.S. as comprehensive
women's health clinics.
Because of the prevalence of these clinics and
their advertising, it is imperative that the public is
educated about their mission and existence.
While these clinics have a right to exist, women
also have the right to decide what is best for their
lives and their bodies, including the decision to
have an abortion. Women should not be intimi-
dated with propaganda and false information into
making a decision that may not be their own.
Melanie Rockefeller is a senior women
studies student.
How am I doing?
I want to get. real
Tyler Francke
Last Thursday, something strange happened to
me.
Trekking through the empty halls of the Union,
I spied a familiar face among the sea of strangers.
He was a friend of mine, or maybe an acquain-
tance., and he smiled when he saw me. We greeted
each other with a handshake and a hearty Maine
hello. Apparently eager to start a conversation, he
asked me my opinion of President Obama's per-
formance as president thus far.
It's a complicated question, so I took a couple
seconds to gather a coherent response. I was just
opening my mouth to answer, when he gave me a
look of supreme boredom and wandered on with-
out a good bye or a second glance. Shocked, I
watched him leave and wondered what I had done
wrong.
OK, I just made that up. Anyone can see that
this would be ridiculous. Someone who acted like
that regularly would — at best — have no one
willing to talk to them, or —at worst — be trucked
off to a mental institution, at worst. No rational
person would ask a question if they're not inter-
ested in the answer, right?
But we experience situations like this on a
daily basis, and we play both roles. Though com-
monplace, it is no Jess disturbing than what is
described above. Here's an example:
"How you doing?" — "Good. How you
doing?" — "Good. See ya." — "Bye."
Exchanges like this, completely devoid of truth
and humanity, are helping to erode the foundations
of communication. These scripted conversations,
which have become a standard greeting, represent
the larger problem of a shrinking amount of
authenticity in relationships and even a dwindling
desire to know real people.
After all, we live in a culture of isolation. Civic
involvement, church attendance and newspaper
readership, just as a few examples, have been
steadily declining since the '70s, and all are
indicative of this disturbing trend. In a world of
television and the Internet, where we have the best
stories and the most beautiful people at our fin-
gertips, it becomes easier to see our real lives as
mundane and ordinary. But the value in genuine,
face-to-face interaction is not only that we are able
to connect deeply with another human being, but
that we receive the validation of knowing we are
important to someone, that we exist and are valu-
able. As a television viewer, we are nothing but a
detached observer, a dot on the ratings graph.
Scripted exchanges that reduce the assessment
of someone's intricate state of mind to a single
word contribute to our detachment from each
other and ourselves. These artificial "human"
interactions encourage us to isolate and turn to
technology for a false sense of comfort. And
unlike the entertainment industry, it's the one link
in this endless chain we have the ability to break.
So let's toss out these scripts, once and for all.
Go ask a friend how they're doing, if you don't
know. But only if you have the time to listen.
Tyler Francke is a junior journalism student.
The views and opinions expressed in the opinion section are solely those of their authors, and do not necessarily represent the views and opinions of The Maine Campus.
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As
you pull in, the parking lot is
pocked with potholes and the
lines on the asphalt are faded.
hitside the building, the sign
proclaiming 'Ati. Suows 3.00 PER SHOW,
SUPER TUESDAYS ALL SHOWS 1.00 PER
snow" has missing and lopsided letters —
all seem to be typical signs of the reces-
sion. But inside, the theater is bustling —
a business that seems recession-proof.
Movie Magic Cinemas near the
Bangor airport hasn't seen a drop in
clientele — it's seen an increase. When gas
prices ruse sharply, some of the regulars
who travel from long distances stopped
coming as often, but this spring Movie
Magic has seen a tremendous increase
since last year, according to manager
Katrina Simpson.
The theater building boasts an arcade
with new games. Adults play ` Deal or No
Deal" and children play first-person
shooters like "Gun Blade" for tickets,
which they can redeem for prizes as small
as lollipops and erasers or as large as MP3
or DV I ) players.
On Tuesdays, when movies are $1 per
show and snacks are $1.50, the building
bustles — by far their busiest day.
"We've had Tuesdays where we have
two or three thousand people," Simpson
said. She estimated 300-400 patrons on an
average day.
One patron, Anthony Cushing, travels
all the way from Dover-Foxcroft to watch
movies. He said it's his way to
escape, and the low ticket





William P. Davis • Web Editor
dollar's worth here," he said. He used to
come to Movie Magic every week until his
salary was cut.
"I don't even mind the potholes. It's all
just part of the experience." For him, it's
worth it if he's "gettin' in here for a buck."
Cashing isn't the only one to come
from a long distance.
"We had one customer who walked
here from Orono before, just to come here
and watch movies," Simpson said.
The theater sees a lot of regulars, and
most come on Tuesday. "People recognize
you out and about," Simpson said. "I'm
here a lot, so a lot of the regulars know me
by name. I was coming out of a restaurant
the other day, and somebody held a door
open for me and turned around and says
'Hey, you're the movie lady.' The cus-
tomers make it fun."
For Jonathan Allen, a student, "you get
what you pay for." Allen, who only went to
Movie Magic once, said he would rather
recline in a nice theater than see a movie
weeks after its release. "It's not cool to pay
100 bucks for a piece of popcorn, but at
least you expect that," Allen said. "(Movie
Magic! is just ghetto all around."
One customer, who calk(' herself only
Bonny, said she usually comes to the
cheap seats to see a movie a second time or
when there's little money in the budget for
entertainment.
"We used to come here a lot when my
It 00111111, 
,61141
husband was in school," she said. Now she
goes less often, prefering to see feature
films when they rust come out.
According to Simpson, Movie Magic
sometimes gets features that don't play at
local first-run theaters.
"We try to pick up independent and art
films," Simpson said. "In that case we
may be able to pick them up as first run,
but we still have to wait a while."
When Bangor Mall Cinemas declined
to run "No Country For Old Men," the
2007 Coen brothers Oscar winner for best
picture, Movie Magic picked it up and
saw it become one of the theater's top-ten-
grossing films in the last two years.
Independent films generally do well
compared to the more mainstream pic-
tures the theater generally shows.
"We've built up quite an audience for
them, and you see the same people come
in for them, every time," Simpson said.
The complex has eight theaters, just
two fewer than the first-run theater in
Bangor and two more than Spotlight
Cinemas in Orono. On any given week the
theater shows around 10 movies, the same
as Bangor Mall Cinemas, playing mature
films in the morning while kids are in
school and more family-oriented films in
the afternoon. This week, five of the 10
movies showing have been in the theater
for at least two weeks, compared to three
of 10 at Bangor Mall Cinemas, while
other, less popular films have already
been cycled out.
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Woodman's owners set to
unroll burrito joint in August
Zach Dionne + The Maine Campus
"Every single thing that goes into the burrito, we're making," said Abe Furth.
By Zach Dionne
Style Editor
Abe and Heather Furth might
know more about burritos than
some people know about anything.
The two are also successful entre-
preneurs; they've co-owned
Woodman's Bar & Grill in Orono
with Mark Horton since its cre-
atica.,iu 2004k
Combining the ingredients of
burritos and entrepreneurship, the
Furths, married 27-year-old Orono
residents, have a classic recipe for
their new breakfast and lunch joint,
The Bean, which will open this
August at 2 Mill St., above Dr.
Records.
"We want it to be a fun place to
hang out," Mrs. Furth said, adding
The Bean will also be a good fit for
an in-and-out lunch experience.
Burritos will cost $5 or $6.
The niche is fast casual dining,
a thriving market spearheading
national growth in the restaurant
industry, according to
fastcasual.com.
Statistics aside, the Furths' love
for burritos shone on a Tuesday
morning as they readied a sample
of their upcoming establishment's
signature product. After four hours
preparing fresh ingredients the
night before, Mrs. Furth was
almost set to serve burritos for
lunch.
"Every single thing that goes
into the burrito, other than the tor-
tilla, we're making," Mr. Furth
said.
The ingredients are basic:
homemade salsa and guacamole;
sour cream; rice; black or pinto
beans; chicken, chorizo, steak or a
vegetarian option; and three choic-
es of 12-inch tortillas for "a real fat
burrito," according to Mr. Furth.
"The more simple, the better.
You want to have choices, but you
don't want it to overwhelm you,"
he said, assisting his wife with the
final touches on the ingredients in
their sun-lit kitchen as Bob Marley
and Bob Dylan provided the back-
ground music.
The Bean will utilize a few easy
tricks: Leave out the lard, steam
the tortillas and use "super tender"
steak. It's not right to used canned
salsa and taco beef is unacceptable,
Mr. Furth said.
Are the Furths crazy to open a
new business in this economic cli-
mate? They contend that with
friendly service, a great product
and consistency, business will
thrive. •
"There's hardship everywhere,
but I feel like there's a lot less of it
iu 01011U," Mr. Furth ,said. Ile
views the recession as an opportu-
nity for quality ventures to lift off.
"Banks want to lend money to
good candidates at competitive
rates, and people need something
positive. People are really embrac-
ing small businesses."
"Orono is kind of an under-
served market," Mrs. Furth said.
"We just have so many people and
In 2008, Abe Furth
traveled to Portland,
Oregon on a burrito
research expedition.
He ate seven burritos
a day.
not very many businesses."
"There are great businesses
already, but there's a real need for
more," her husband added. "We
were able to start Woodman's
because there's a lot of opportunity
in Orono."
The Bean will have an assem-
bly line counter setup, as in
Subway. Tabletop instructions will
show how to properly handle the
chunky burritos. Housed in a 161-
year-old building, the inside of The
Bean will be built from scratch
after an interior demolition.
The restaurant will feature free
wireless Internet, a couch area and
a • long, library-esque table.
Customers will enjoy natural light
with massive front windows. Mr.
Furth is pondering an "old-school
Nintendo system" in the corner.
The walls will be adorned with
retro, West Coast-style murals.
The Furths plan for an efficient
30-burrito-per-hour benchmark for
The Bean. It will be open seven
days a week, 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. The
Bean will be staffed by five part-
time employees; Mrs. Furth will be
manager.
"We get bored when we're not
working," she said. They haven't
taken a vacation in four years. The
Bean will be The Furths' second
business that's open all week. "For
. us, our work Aston.-
The Furths, both University of
Maine graduates who have been
together since their early college
days, planned to start a burrito
business before creating
Woodman's. They took a road trip
to the West Coast in 2001 and
became burrito-addicted in the San
Francisco area.
"We started eating a lot of bur-
ritos because they're everywhere,
they're pretty cheap, they fill you
up and they're healthy," he said of
the trip. The Furths said although
the Orono and Bangor area has
several Mexican restaurants, the
focus is typically on baked entrees
— authentic, West Coast-style bur-
ritos are scarce in New England.
In 2008, Mr. Furth returned to
the West Coast, traveling to
Portland, Oregon on a burrito
research expedition.
"We traveled around eating bur-
ritos for five days," he said.
"Eating seven burritos a day,"
his wife added.
"Yeah, at least," he said. "1
didn't finish them all. But I did
gain like eight pounds."
Later on Tuesday, the Furths
were set to drive to Rockland to
visit Rock City Coffee as a poten-
tial coffee supplier. The Bean will
feature smoothies, baked goods
and coffee in addition to the signa-
ture burritos.
"Anything that we can buy
local, we'll buy local," Mr. Furth
said. The Bean will represent its
distributors, from local eggs to
homemade mugs, with wall decor.
The Furths also aim to use The
Bean's prime location and foot
traffic on Mill‘Street as a jumping-
off point for the rest of Orono's
downtown, highlighting other
stops like Rose Bicycle, Dr.




Five intermedia MFA students show
semester's work with a 21st-century
interpretation of John Cage piece
Edward Fontaine • The Maine Campus
MCRCSM, an installation by UMaine students, premieres Saturday.
Kegan Zema "IMCRCSM] is a system that
Staff Reporter takes in the audience and constructs
a final piece based on the images
The world we live in is domi- and sounds in the room," said Page,
nated by an infinite number of ran- a sophomore new media student
dom occurrences. Each chance who worked heavily on the audio
encounter with a stranger, each programming. "MCRCSM" repre-
great success, each terrible tragedy, sents both microcosm and macro-
even the circumstances that led to cosm, ith the idea of scale being a







Nate Aldrich updating John





the name of the
computer program Cage used to
construct his version. Aldrich;
whose own artistic beliefs are pro-
foundly influenced by Cage, said
the students collectively examined
ideas in Cage's work
and used their own




product will be the
result of these students going
through this process and presenting
their own multimedia event based
on their own ideas about Cage's
work," Aldrich said in an e-mail.
According to Page, the group
aimed to create something living
and evolving, stating that environ-
ments are based on both indetermi-
nacy and interactivity.













be in decline currently."
media master of fine arts program
have embarked on a semester-long
mission to create an environment
embracing the beauty that can arise








The students — Bethany
Engstrom, William Giordano,
Alexander Gross, Ryan Page and
Abigail Stiers • — have created an
elaborate multimedia event, com-
bining audio and visual compo-
nents, and algorithmic computer
programs. Multiple projectors and
speakers will construct a unique
artistic environment based on infor-
mation gathered from the audience
and processed by the computers.
MCRCSM
Saturday, April 18
6 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Pavilion Theatre
The Maine Campus is hiring for
Assistant Advertising Manager.
.Please send your resume and cover
letter to eic@mainecampus.com
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Summer shave is a shameful mistake
Look at the mall on any given
school day and you'll see all the
telltale signs that it's getting
warmer outside. The green grass,
the flying Frisbees, the shoeless
slack liners and the happy hippies
all let us know spring has sprung.
While most members of the
UMaine community welcome the
temperature's slow rise, it is a
trying time for bearded fellows.
The eternal summer question
is almost upon us — to shave or
not to shave?
A lot of men grow "winter
beards," either under the assump-
tion it will help keep their necks
warm or as part of growing con-
test with their friends. The
assumption that facial hair will
keep your face warm in the win-
ter is as wrong as the assumption
that leads to too many cases of
springtime shaving — that a
beard will be hot and uncomfort-
able in the summer.
While a beard does serve to
keep your neck warm in the
winter, the problem is snow and
ice accumulating on your face
fuzz during long walks or
sojourns into the outdoors. Then
you get inside, the ice melts and
you have a cold, wet beard.
Obviously, it's easy enough to
deal with this by simply wiping
the snow and ice off your face
before you go inside, but it's
important for potential shavers to
realize that this same quality
works in your favor in the sum-
mer. Your beard will help keep
you cool for a while after you
jump into the pool, pond or pud-
dle in an attempt to fight off the
summer heat.
There are only two recom-
mended reasons to shave before
summer are great times to try
new things with your facial hair
because most of the hard work is
already done. Try out a goatee,
muttonchops, a big bushy mus-
tache or an evil villain.
V1 MA1L10 IPAOlLert0
summer kicks in. The first is
most important — experimenting
with new styles. I can't think of a
cooler way to spice up your sum-
mer pig roast than with a funky
new beard style. Because most
winter growers simply sport full
beards all winter, spring and
The second reason for spring
shaving is the chinstrap. If you
have one of these, you have
failed at growing a beard. The
only remedy is to start over from
scratch. Lose the strap and try
growing something else. •
Employment is another
important thing to consider.
Many students get summer jobs
to help afford college, apart-
ments and school year drinking.
It is important to find out your
employers' policy on facial hair.
Many restaurants — most jobs in
the service sector, actually —
have rules against beards. If you
find yourself employed in one of
these jobs, quit. You can always
have a successful and fulfilling
career as a farmer or sailor.
Those guys know how to respect
a beard.
This is my last column for the
year, so I leave you with one
final piece of advice. It is impor-
tant for everyone to know that
any time is a good time to start
growing a beard. Just because
you missed the boat over the
winter, or you've never grown a
beard to begin with, doesn't
mean you can't start now. I hope
to see your smiling, hairy face




For The Maine Campus
These days, it's getting more
difficult to find a movie that is,
both entertaining and thought-
provoking. Among the many
mindless movies in theaters
today, it's refreshing to find one
that is clever and original.
"Duplicity" succeeds as a smart
spy caper that is as delightful as
it is witty.
Ray Koval (Clive Owen) and
Claire Stenwick (Julia Roberts)
are corporate spies whose lives
have intertwined over the years.
After a series of steamy hook-
ups,, the two meet again to plan a
con to end all cons. As they
attempt to pull off the plan of the
century, they are met with unex-
pected obstacles. The result is a
whirlwind plot filled with witty
repartee and surprising turns.
Owen and Roberts have a
believable chemistry and play
off of each other well. Owen's
overly confident swagger mixed
with Roberts' cool sophistica-
tion makes for a sexy and excit-
ing on-screen pairing. They
demand the audience's attention
as they swing in and out of each
other's lives. The dynamic
between them is intriguingly
complicated by the fact that they
are predisposed to mistrust each
other. Although they have a
credible magnetism, more could
have been done to show the
affection between them. The
Courtesy of Universal Pictures
relationship, while heated and
interesting, is a bit hollow.
"Duplicity" somewhat echoes
the spy flicks of the '40s, with
its snappy dialogue and the clas-
sic couple who carry the film. It
keeps viewers on their toes with
the somewhat choppy back-and-
forth editing and time jumping.
At times the film snails along
when it could have kept up the
pace. The pulse-pounding con-
clusion almost makes up for the
rest of the film's tendency to
lag.
Paul Giamatti and Tom
Wilkinson play two rival corpo-
rate hotshots and serve as great
entertainment, particularly in
the opening credits. Their per-
formances add a level of finesse
to the high stakes battle in the
backdrop of Ray and Claire's
complicated courtship.
This film is reminiscent of
"Ocean's Eleven" and its
sequels, with its cleverness and
elaborate schemes.
Unfortunately, it's not quite as
entertaining and lacks the sup-
port of other actors who made
the "Ocean" series so great.
"Duplicity" is missing a little
something. Whether it's the lazy
script or the weak plot is hard to
tell. Despite its downfalls,
"Duplicity" remains a fun little
romp and is worth seeing, if
only for the cat-and-mouse





For The Maine Campus
Something is happening to hip-
hop. On the mainstream scene, rap-
pers are embracing our increasing-
ly digital culture through their
music. Just look at Lil' Wayne's
incredibly successful "Tha Carter
III" with all its space themes and
the autotune device he and "Rappa
Temt Sanga" T-Pain have popular-
ized. Now even Kanye West, who
made a career on soul-sampling
beats, has gone all vocoder crazy
with last November's "808s &
Heartbreak."
The once-revered old school has
lost a lot of ground to these new
styles, as hip-hop's R&B roots are
washed over by "Cyclone" synths
and "Love Lockdown" robotic
crooning. When underground rap
legend Aceyalone delivers the doo-
wop and Motown-heavy
"Aceyalone & The Lonely Ones"
as his ninth album, it can only be
described as refreshing.
"Aceyalone & The Lonely
Ones" plays like one big anachro-
nistic dance party with Aceyalone's
trademark rapid fire delivery set to
what sounds like Four Tops' songs.
Courtesy of Deconstruction Records
The intro skit sets the scene, intro-
ducing the band to cheering fans at
a fictional ballroom called the
"Firehouse." Proper opener "The
Lonely Ones" begins the show
smoothly with a pop ballad that has
the innocence of a '50s song but the
wit of an expert MC. "Can't Hold
Back" — as the title suggests —
shows less restraint, upping the
tempo and bringing in big band
call-and-response vocals. Jittery
"On the 1" features blistering vers-
es and the best horn section on the
album, making for an especially
danceable jam.
Although he maintains his care-
free delivery throughout the album,
Aceyalone does provide more
politically and socially conscious
songs beginning with the remix of
"To the Top." Like a double-dutch
chant, Aceyalone and his band
repeat "Momma's in the kitchen
cooking rice! Daddy outside shoot-
ing dice / Kids on the corner gettin'
jacked by vice / Life in the city just
ain't that nice" before criticizing
war and sympathizing with the
working class. Aceyalone expands
on the latter theme in "Working
Man's Blues."
"Power to the People" is a
bouncy and soulful call-to-aims
against some of society's less-
favorable components, such as the
media and racism. However, even
when he is making his more
scathing attacks, Aceyalone keeps
the music fun, making the more
relevant tracks come across as cel-
ebrations of the Everyman rather
than serious indictments of society.
"Aceyalone & The Lonely
Ones" is a real hip-hop achieve-
ment. Acey,alone takes the retro
concept and runs with it, steeping
himself so thick in musical styles of
50 years ago, you'll be convinced it
would have worked just as well
then as it does now. The sound is
natural in a way few other modern
musicians have been able to cap-
ture.
While Kanye relied on Alvin
and the Chipmunks-like effects to
spice up his samples, Aceyalone
seamlessly blends the then and the
now in a way that has only been
done by soul singer and Gnarls
Barkley frontman Cee-lo. At a time
when electronic music is on an
exponential rise, it's nice to know.














cy in the audience's reaction," said
MFA intermeclia student Abigail
Stiers. "We wanted to take it a step
further by using the audience as an
input."
The system does not make the
audience's effect obvious, accord-
ing to Stiers. The computers will
track the input from the audience,
but the result is not one-to-one. For
example, just because there are
more people in the room doesn't
mean it will be louder.
Though the project's complexity
may seem staggering, the work can
be appreciated on many levels.
"Hopefully MCRCSM' will
inspire thought about the ideas that
inspired it, and perhaps even a
sense of wonderment," Aldrich
said. "Wonderment seems to be in
decline currently."
According to Page, the work
will be aesthetically pleasing. Upon
stepping into the room, audience
members should feel encompassed
in the world the students have cre-
ated.
"We realized that when we com-
bined the three things [audio, visual
Zach Dionne • The Maine Campus





B e a r
Brewery.
• "All things that a lot of people
don't know about," Mrs. Furth said.
"We want to make downtown
Orono more vibrant, a place that
people want to be."
As lunch was served, the product
spoke for itself. The burritos demand
to be eaten vertically, carefully, with
the aluminum foil gradually
unwrapped with progress, hot
sauce continually dashed along the
way. Each bite is a mouthful of
delectable, fresh ingredients; the
dedication is evident in the burst-
ing taste. Flavor and attention to
detail powers the burrito from end
to end.
The burritos satisfy — now the




Great Part-time or Summer Job
./ Tips on Finding a Top Paying Job
‘,/ Over 1.5 Years in Business!!!
1 Credit Cards Accepted!!!
1 Professional Bartending Training
with "Hands On" Pouring Sessions \I
1 Alcohol Awareness Program Nivego"
April 17th - 19th
Woolley Rm, DTAV Bid






and algorithm] that we had created
not a definable life form, but a liv-
ing thing," Page said.
Stiers believes reactions will be
different than in the '60s.
"There is so much technology
today that people have much more
of an opinion on digital art than in
Cage's time," Stiers said.
For the students, the work repre-
sents their hard work and a unique
vision. With students working
around 40 hours per week and some
12- or 14-hour days, it's no wonder
they feel connected to the piece.
"There was a lot of trial and
error involved with this project,"
Stiers said. "It was hard getting all
of the parts to work together."
The group hopes to convey a
message to the audience through
the intricacy and splendor that
"MCRCSM" will create.
"We are taking technology and
presenting it in a way that is not
based on how flashy it is, or 'look
what we can do that you can't,' "
Page said. "It's an honest attempt at
expression — to model these ideas
and celebrate technology."
According to Stiers, Cage pre-
sented a utopian view of technolo-
gy in "HPSCHD" and "MCRC-
SM" attempts to do the same.
Buy a bike
The audience is an integral
part of the system. Regardless
of whether one goes for 10
minutes or three hours, they
affect the project, just as the
project affects them.
"We aren't trying to force
anything on anyone," Page
said. "We want the audience to
feel just as worthy and
involved as 1 do, or even as
Cage was."
This one-time event will
take place on April 18, from 6
to 10 p.m. at the Cyrus Pavilion
Theatre on campus. It is open
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Irluirt,tiltov Aga it
What Investors Look For
Noon - 2 p.m.
Target Incubator, 20 Godfrey Dr., Orono
Saving Money and the Planet:
Energy and Sustainability for the
UMaine Community
Feat. Michael Swartz
12:10 - 1:20 p.m.
FFA Room, Memorial Union
New Writing Series:
Reading by Alexander Irvine
4:30 p.m.
Soderberg Auditorium, Jenness Hall
Investing in Your Future:
Kids, College and Retirement
Workshop offered by UMaine's Financial
Education Program
4:30 - 6 p.m.
Walker Room, Memorial Union








Bangor Room, Memorial Union
Live folk, jazz and blues
Feat. Anya Rose, Gilbert Fulford, Extra
Special Bold
9:30 p.m.
Woodman's Bar & Grill




Part of Pride Week, "One in Ten"
7 p.m.




Experimental Black Box Theater,
Second floor Class of 1944 Hall
$3
Kickin' Flicks: "Paul Blart: Mall Cop"
7:30 and 10 p.m.
Bangor Room, Memorial Union
American Ballet Theatre II
Collins Center for the Arts
8 p.m..
Student Discount, Public Fee
The Drag Show
Part of Pride Week, "One in Ten"
9 p.m.




s free unless stated
AWIll JJ
AAUW Book Sale




6 — 10 p.m.
Cyrus Pavilion Theater
Memorial Service for Professor
Randy Alford
5 p.m.




Experimental Black Box Theater,
Second floor, Class of 1944 Hall
$3
Orchestra Concert




Karaoke hosted by International
Students Association and Wilde Stein
9 - 11:30 p.m.
Bear's Den, Memorial Union
tuntilt%
Great Maine Bike Swap
Hundreds of affordable, used bicycles
and bike gear for sale
10 a.m. —2 p.m.
"The Pillowman"
2 p.m.
Experimental Black Box Theater,
Second floor Class of 1944 Hall
$3
Performance by the Athena and
Black Bear Men's Chorus
Part of the School of Performing Arts
season
2 p.m.
To add your event to Go!
cal, e-mail the name, time,
place and cost to
style@mainecampus.com
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10- In _  (actually)
14- Commotion
15- Like some symmetry
16- Lucy Lawless role









33- Smell, usually a pleasant one
34- Lustrous black
35- 19th letter of the Greek alphabet



























3- Image of a deity
4- Laborious





10- Free from an obligation
11- Bristle
12- Hitch
13- Freedom from need, labor, or pain
21- When said three limos, a 1970 war movie
22- Lendl of tennis
24- Metal pin











.40- Fit to serve
41- Delhi wrap







52- South African river
53- Sponsorship
54 "The Sweetest Taboo' singer
56- Actress Thurman
•57--, to Bad, briefly


















• Each row (horizontal line) must have
numbers 1-9 in any order but each digit
can only appear once.
• Each column (vertical line) must have
numbers 1-9 in any order but each digit
can only appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have numbers 1-9 in
any order but each digit can only appear
once.




March 21 to April 20
You are likely to enter a new stage in
your social life. You may start a new
business or switch to a new job. Today's
star pattern favors travel.
Taurus
April 21 to May 20
Your practical side will help you start a
new business. In the afternoon, a close
family friend will offer you the chance to
join in a profitable partnership. Consider
all the aspects carefully.
Gemini
May 21 to June 21
An older relative will offer you a piece of
valuable advice regarding your attitude
toward financial benefits. It is worth
ignoring all your friends over financial
interests.
Cancer
June 22 to July 22
This is a lucky day for you. You will be
able to overcome any difficulties. You
can easily pass exams. A close
relationship will be very good, provided
you will pay more attention to your loved
one's needs.
Leo
July 23 to Aug. 22
You are determined to make changes in
your home, but your loved one may not
agree with your decisions. Set your
priorities clearly to avoid trouble.
Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
You may have a hard time today with a
lot of problems to solve. You could be
facing financial difficulties, but you have
no real reasons to worry. If you intend to
do something new, you will succeed.
Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
You have good chances of solving a
financial issue that has been bothering
you for a long time. You might be offered
a new part time job which would help
you recover your self-confidence.
Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
Your communication skills will be good
today, and you will easily solve many
problems. You can succeed in all your
social and domestic activities. Your
friends and loved ones will appreciate
your ideas.
Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
You are determined to solve several
long-postponed issues. Your loved one
will be right by your side. It's a good time
for concluding contracts and signing
official documents.
Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
Your friends will appreciate your drive for
change and renewal. Take advantage of
today's favorable auspices and try to
complete everything you set out to do.
Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19
You will receive a gift from your loved
one, which will make you very happy.
Friends will invite you on a short trip.
You are advised to remain balanced
and avoid eating or drinking in excess.
Intuition is your ally today.
Pisces
Feb. 20 to March 20
This is a favorable time for initiating a
business project you have been plan-
ning for some time. If you encounter any
financial difficulties, you are advised to
ask an older person in your circle for
support.




For The Maine Campus
As sports fans, most of us idolize certain teams and players.
Some of us are such big fans that we empathize with "our" team
through wins or losses, hard times or successes. We want to feel their
pain, and we want to feel their glory. We do everything we can to
feel connected, but we know we're not. Our favorite players, regard-
less of the sport, are celebrities on a level that most of us cannot even
fathom. They are, for lack of a better term, real "super heroes."
But this week, there have been tragedies that make us realize
something: These men and women are human. They face the same
type of problems as anyone, sometimes even more so, and their lives
can be taken away just as quickly. Unfortunately, we learned that the
hard way this past week.
The opening week of the Major League Baseball season was
overshadowed by something much more serious than the game
itself. It saw the unexpected deaths of three of its members: beloved
Phi!lies announcer Harry Kalas, former Tigers pitcher Mark Fidrych
and promising Angels pitcher Nick Adenhart. Kalas, 73, died of
heart disease, Fidrych, 54, was found dead under a dump truck after
an apparent accident on his Massachusetts farm and Adenhart died
when a drunk driver slammed into the car that he was riding in. He
was only 22-years old and had just pitched six scoreless innings. All
were far too young.
I'm a believer in living with perspective, but even I'm guilty of
not doing so at times. We take things for granted and that applies to
our role as fans. We get used to seeing our favorite players out there
day in, day out that we come to believe they're invincible. They
aren't. In Harry Kalas' case, most Phillies fans have never heard a
game broadcast by anyone else. As the Philadelphia Inquirer put it:
"We lost our voice."
Athletes and their families are forced to cope with the tragedy
and move on. The hardest thing in life is the loss of a loved one,
especially when it seems unfair. The next time you're looking up to
your favorite athlete take a second to think about something: The
only thing that separates them from you is their athletic ability. Take
that away, and they're just like you.
It's times like these when we actually feel the connection that we
yearn for. It's times like these when we see professional athletes on
the same level as ourselves. It's times like these that make us realize
that nothing in life is guaranteed — not even to the people that seem-










this year," Lugbauer said.
Forrest and Cather even saw
some of their summer team-
mates during the team's spring
trip to Florida.
"I played with some guys
down in the airport in Florida
which was cool," Forrest said.
"There are a lot of kids from
Texas that I talk to still, and one
of my best friends plays at
Notre Dame, and I played with
him this summer, and we obvi-
ously keep in touch a lot."
"I talked to a kid from
Northeastern down in Florida,"
Cather said. "It's good to keep
in contact and make a lot of
friends."
The Future
The dream of all, college
baseball players is to play pro-
fessional baseball. Summer
baseball can enhance their
prospects of playing, especially
for players from smaller
schools. Most summer leagues,
including the Cape Cod League,
use wooden bats, which allows
scouts to gauge how well play-
ers can make the transition from
aluminum bats in college to
wooden bats in pro baseball.
Aluminum bats have a dis-
tinct advantage over wooden
bats. They have a larger sweet
spot, don't break and swing
faster.
"Putting a wood bat in your
hand makes you learn how to
hit opposite field and learn the
fundamentals of baseball,"
McAvoy said.
"It's a different game," said
Trimper of using a wooden bat.
"It affects pitchers more than
hitters. Pitchers get away with a
lot more like the professional
level. I've always said, if pros
used aluminum bats, you might
never get outs. There's pitchers
on our staff that throw just as
hard as major league players,
but when you have aluminum
bats, and you throw a fastball at
the belt and it's flat, it gets hit
for a double or a fisted single."
When UMaine players leave
campus at the end of May, they
move on to the second season.
In that second season, Trimper
believes it goes a long way in
helping them work toward the
greater goal of one day playing
in the big leagues.
"I've always said when kids
go away, they're going to get a
year older, but I hope that they
get a year better and a year
stronger," Trimper said. "If a kid
goes home all summer and does-
n't play, can they actually get a
year better and a year stronger?
Summer baseball gives them an
ability to do that."
And the pitch...
Amy Brooks + The Maine Campus
Alejandro Balsinde throws a pitch against Sacred Heart in the home-opening series earlier this season. Balsinde
leads UMaine in appearances (15) and saves (4). The right-hander played for the Vermont Mountaineers in the
NECBL last summer and was named the 2008 NECBL Most Improved Player.
KC Management




Orono & Old Town
Efficiencies, 1,2, 3,4 & 5 bedrooms
Available June 1st & September 1st
Check out our website for locations and prices.
Website: wvvw.kcmanagementinc.com
Comedy, more comedy and football::.
The trials and tribulations of UMaine football 1,
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Labreck coasts at UMass
Women's track takes first place, men finish fourth at meet
By Derek McKinley
Staff Reporter
Mark Lech's University of
Maine Black Bears took to the
track at the University of
Massachusetts last weekend for
a meet against the Minutemen.
Eight other colleges from across
New England also competed.
The men's team pulled in a
fourth-place victory, earning two
individual wins from freshman
Riley Masters, who took the
1,500-meter run in 3:54.04, set-
ting a facility record, and senior
Jhamal Fluellen, who won the
100-meter dash in 11.17 sec-
onds. Masters has yet to lose a
race in the three meets he's com-
peted in this season.
Also turning in a commend-
able performance was junior
Miles Bartlett, who lowered his
steeplechase time from the last
meet by 20 seconds, finishing at
9:25.68. Despite the drop in
time, Bartlett earned a frustrat-
ing second-place finish and was
nowhere near his UMaine
record.
"Even though I ran a lot faster
this past week than the week
before, it was still a terrible per-
formance." Bartlett said. "I tried
to keep the pace a bit quicker, to
try and hit a faster time for once,
and didn't have any gas."
"I've had a rough start, but I
usually seem to pull things
through in the end," he added. "I
haven't had a race in warm
weather yet. If I get that oppor-
tunity with some good competi-
tion where I don't have to do all
the pacing, [the recordl should
go down pretty easy."
UMaine was propelled to the
fourth spot by key point-scoring
performances from freshmen
Donald Clark (No. 2, shotput)
and Trevor England (No. 6, long
jump, No. 2, triple jump); soph-
omores James Berry (No. 3, pole
vault), Travis Cook (No. 3, 400-
meter dash) and Connor Tarr
(No. 3, hammer throw, No. 6,
discus); juniors Toby Poirier
(No. 3, javelin) and Corey Bean
(No. 5, 10,000-meter run) and
senior Dan Voner (No. 5, 800-
meter run).
The women's team continued
to be a force, taking the top spot
by a convincing 38.5-point mar-
gin over the host UMass team.
Freshman Jesse Labreck led the
charge, finishing second in the
long jump with a leap of 18'
2.5", first in the triple jump with
a bound of 38' 3.25", and first in
the 100-meter hurdles in 14.82
seconds.
"I don't look ahead to see
who I can beat," Labreck said.
"As of right now I am simply
looking at my times and trying
to beat those."
"I don't like to lose," she
stressed.
Labreck indicated that she
would continue to compete in
multiple events unless her per-
formance is affected. In addition
to the hurdles and the long and
triple jumps, she also high jumps
and runs a leg of the women's
4x100-meter relay, which reset
the school record in the event for
the second time in three meets.
Her relay teammate, junior
Ally Howatt, took home dual
wins in the 100- and 200-meter
dashes, but was still not satisfied
with her performances.
"My times this season have
not progressed at the rate that I
would have liked, but I am
attempting to be as patient as
possible," Howatt said. "1 know
that the hard work that I have put
in this year will come to light
and my times will improve."
Howatt is the defending con-
ference champion in both short
and long sprints.
A myriad of top performances
from familiar front-runners like
senior Vicki Tolton, who set a
facility record in her return to
the 400-meter dash, freshmen
Katherine McGeoghan (high
jump) and women's hockey
team member Jessica Bond
(javelin), and the women's
4x400-meter relay team pushed
UMaine to the top of the podi-
um.
The Black Bears head back to
Massachusetts this weekend for
a showdown with the College of
the Holy Cross. Some athletes
will make the much farther trip
to Baton Rouge to take on
Louisiana State University in the
LSU Alumni Gold meet.
blackbearu
Check out The Maine





















For The Maine Campus
As a young NBA fan, two images run through your head as you
bounce that basketball in the backyard. The first is hoisting the NBA
trophy over head, getting ready to plan the parade throughout the
city. The second image etched into all aspiring stars is making that
Hall of Fame speech in Springfield, Mass. The latest group of super-
stars to be enshrined into basketball lore were recently announced.
The class included the "Admiral" David Robinson, Utah Jazz great
John Stockton, Michael Jordan, long time Jazz coach Jerry Sloan
and extremely successful women's college basketball coach C.
Vivian Stringer. Most likely that is the first time you haven't seen
"your airness" singled out of this spectacular group. It doesn't look
right all grouped together, nor should they be inducted all together.
It's nothing against the other outstanding basketball personnel
who are being inducted; in fact this method is to simply give them
the credit they deserve. If they share this memorable day with the
likes of MJ, they will be overshadowed and remembered as the class
of 2009 starring Michael Jordan, featuring everyone else. Michael
Jordan made basketball the way it is today and is one of the few ath-
letes ever to be the exception of the expression "no one is bigger
than the game." Well, Jordan was. Jordan was bigger than the game
of basketball, and he is going to be bigger on this significant day just
for that reason.
It makes sense for all parties because of the acknowledgment the
others deserve. John Stockton was one of the greatest point guards
of all time, and the all-time leader in both steals and assists. David
Robinson was one of the greatest centers of all-time. A two-time
NBA champion, 1995 MVP, one of the 50 greatest players of all-
time, member of the Dream Team — the list goes on. Jerry Sloan is
the longest-tenured coach in the NBA and the only to reach 1,000
victories with one team and had a stellar NBA career as a player. C.
Vivian Stringer is a three-time National Coach of the year, as well
as being only the third women's coach to win 800 games.
Obviously, everyone in this class deserves to be there, but some
were left off the ballot. It's safe to say that at any of Jordan's three
retirements, he was a Hall of Famer. Do we really need to vote on
him? Isn't it a given that he was going to make it into the Hall of
Fame? That pointless vote could have been used to put someone else
deserving in the hall, such as Chris Mullin. Mullin won two
Olympic gold medals for America as part of the Dream Team, was
a five-time all-star and made the NBA first team once, second team
twice and third team once.
It's not a disgrace to the game to honor a person who meant more
to the game than anyone could have fathomed in a slightly different
way than everyone else. We should all embrace one last moment sit-
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Tile Bears 01 Summer
Major league scouts, nation's top prospects, endless baseball mark summer for baseball players
By Adam Clark
Sports Editor
When the University of
Maine baseball team finished
play last season on M4 17, it
marked the end of a disap-
pointing season. The : Black
Bears finished. in last place in
the America East conference
and failed to qualify for the
conference tournament. When
the short college season ended,
less than three months before
the regular season began Feb.
23, much of the-team prepared
for their second season: sum-
mer baseball.
Most collegiate baseball
players from around the nation
travel to sonic of the 40 sum-
wer league:, that operate (rum
June to August. Major league
scouts run rampant around the
grounds looking for an upcom-
ing star in next year's draft.
More importantly though, the
players get a taste of what the
big leagues might be like, liv-
ing us a baseball player for the
summer months.
Many baseball fans are
familiar with the Cape Cod
Baseball League (CCBL,),
which attracts many of the top
players in the college game
and is considered the equiva-
lent of lower-level minor
league baseball but most are
unfamiliar with the talent that
funnels through the rest of the
top leagues around the coun-
try.
The UMaine team had sev-
eral players play in the Cape
league, including seniors Billy
Cather and Kevin McAvoy as
well as junior Joe Mercurio
this past summer, but the rest
of the squad played elsewhere
from South Carolina to Alaska.
"We do a lot of placement
stuff starting in August,"
UMaine coach Steve Trimper
said. "I make a lot of phone
calls to places where I think,
are good fiti."
Trimper and his staff have
connections and longstanding
relationships with several sum-
mer league teams from around
the nation, which ensures his
players are taken care of and
not overused during the sum-
mer. For nine straight years
dating back to his previous
head coat:tong Pus tout at
Manhattan College, he has sent
at least one player to the
Chatham Anglers (A's) of the
Cape league. Last season,
MeAvoy and Mercurio were
teammates there.
"We have a lot of organiza-
tions that have normally taken
our guys so we try to give them
good guys and good fits," said
Trimper, who also regularly
sends players to the New
England Collegiate Baseball
League and the Coastal Plain
League.
Living the dream
Craig Biggio, Jeff Bagwell,
Nornar Garciaparra, Todd
Helton, Chase Utley and Kevin
Youkilis all have something in
common besides being great
major league baseball players
who have been an all-star at
one point in their career. They
are also alumni of the Cape
league. The 2006 MLB season
saw 196 former Cape leaguers
on a major league roster.
For the past two summers
though, possibly the most-
highly touted college prospect
has been toiling in New.
England and for Team U.S.A.
San Diego State University
right-hander Stephen Strasburg
may get the largest contract
ever for someone who hasn't
touched a major league field
when he is all but assured to be
selected first in the upcoming
draft. Flashing a fastball that
hits 102 on the radar gun and a
plus slider and changeup, the
sky appears to be the limit with
his potential and his wallet as
his advisor is Scott Boras.
The talent pool is vast when
it comes to summer baseball,
and the opportunit) to play
every day against top competi-
"It gets you used to
what it might be like





tion like Strasburg is an undeni-
able advantage.
"it gets you used to what it
might be like to play minor
league baseball one day," junior
Myckie Lugbauer said.
Lugbauer, the 2007 America
East Rookie of the Year, was a
teammate of Strasburg during
the summer of 2007 when both
played for the Torrington
(Conn.) Twisters and caught for
him several times. The junior
backstop played for the
Florence (S.C.) RedWolves of
the Coastal Plain League last
.summer and saw Strasburg
pitching again — this time for
Team U.S.A..
Cather, who played for the
Yarmouth-Dennis Red Sox of
the Cape league last summer,
also likened summer baseball
to professional baseball.
"Our coach was pretty
intense," did the senior cap-
tain. "The outfielders would
come in at nine, and the
infielders would come in at 10,
and we'd hit for an hour. And
when we had off-days, we
practiced from 4 to 7 lp.m.j"
The shorter college season
makes summer baseball impor-
tant, with the opportunity for
players to continue their
12.rowth and get more game
experience. For northeast
teams, the importance is even
greater as several games are
usually cancelled due to
weather conditions.
"I think it's huge because
it's developed so much,"
Trimper said. "Now those kids
get to play 40 Or 50 games. It
helps a kid from Maine like
-Kyle Stilphen and jarrett
Lukas and (Conneetieut'sl
Taylor Lewis."
"It helps a lot," said junior
right-hander Ryan Forrest, a
member of the Mountain
Collegiate Baseball League's
Laramie (Wy.) Colts last sum-
mer. "It helps develop confi-
dence. That's mostly what I
needed and it helped me do
that."
Off the field
For the players, it's a dream
come true playing against the
top college baseball players for
the whole summer, but the first
step is getting comfortable
with your host family. Most
players that play summer base-
ball live with host families in
the area. •
"It was tough because it was
kind of weird just going into
:someone else's house," said
Forrest of moving in with a
host family. -They open up
their house for you to live in,
Ibut] once you 'get to know
them, it's a pretty cool experi-
ence. Usually they have kids
and stuff and you play with and .
it's pretty fun."
Cather t7tnd five other play-
ers lived ivith an elderly lady
and also kund it to be a good
experience.
On off days, the players got
the opportunity to take in the
sights and enjoy the areas
attractions.
"In Laramie, they did a good
job on off days. The
would have us t),.'t,r
house and. we'd ,.hoot ske!
because they have a lot of !anti
We also did a rafting hip oh,.•
day down the Colorado River.
said Forrest,. whose team at,:.
pariLtpated p .
golf outings on oft days.
While Forrest enjoyed fi„
quent activities the Mid%ts.-.
had to offer, Canter and
higbatier enjoyed the main
attract ion on the east coast: the
beach.
"1 was lucky we were. only
an hour away from Myrtle
Beach so we got to go to the
beach on off days," Lugbauer
said.
After the summer months
are over, players head back to
their respective campuses for
another yettr of college before
repeating their summer routine
again. But many of-the players
keep in touch throughout the
year.
"1 talked to a lot of the guys
I played with this past summer,
See BALL on page 14
Photos courtesy of Joe Mercurio, Ryan Forrest and Myatt 11,14bituer
IA: Joe Mercurio played for the Chatham A's of the Cape Cod League last summer. The junior catcher is playing for the Forest City (N.C.) Owls in the Coastal Plain League this summer.
Middle: Ryan Forrest delivers a pitch for the Laramie (Wy.) Colts this past summer. He had the lowest ERA (1.16) in the Mountain Collegiate Baseball League,
Right: Myckie Lugbauer signs autographs after a game. The junior catcher played for the Florence (S.C.) ReclWolves in the Coastal Plain League last year.
